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Convenient cable hooks keep  
cables together and out of the way

Dedicated bracket for  
the power supply unit helps protect 
it from knocks and spills

Built-in handle offers a tactile grip 
for comfortable steering during 
transport

Sizable basket keeps patient 
accessories and belongings 
together, and within reach

Fixed top mount for therapy device 
secures it against drops and saves 
valuable counter space

Raised stand height provides an 
ideal viewing angle and  
reduces postural strain

360° swivel and lockable wheels 
make moving between care 
environments easy

Rolling base design has a low 
centre of gravity, which keeps it 
stable on a variety of surfaces

The homecare stand is a portable, space-saving solution for the hospital  
or home. It protects against everyday hazards with added mobility, security 
and convenience.



Space-saving convenience
The ResMed homecare stand is an ideal solution 
where space is limited and mobility is a must. 

Its minimalist design offers maximum 
stability when stationary. Its light weight 
and built-in handle makes it easy to move 
from room to room. An integrated storage 
basket keeps patient accessories and supplies 
tidy and at hand. 

Key features

•  Mobile stand with a built-in handle and 360° 
swivel wheels make moving between different 
environments a hassle-free experience.

• Secure frame and top mount enable you to attach 
a device to the stand, protecting it against 
day-to-day knocks, spills and accidental loss.

• Convenient basket, central stand and cable hooks 
reduce clutter. Accessories and components 
remain within easy reach. 

Product codes

Homecare stand without interface 27963

Astral top plate including stand interface 27956

IV pole kit (includes IV pole and crossbar to attach to the stand)  27948

Circuit support arm (requires IV pole kit to attach to the stand) 24917

Technical specifications

Height 100 cm (39.4")

Base diameter 55.9 cm x 55.9 cm (22" x 22")

Shipping weight 17 kg (37.5 lb) approx.

Load limit 56.7 kg (125 lb)
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Spare parts

Astral top plate spare part (without stand interface) 27961

Homecare stand screws spare kit 27960

Homecare stand casters spare part 27962


